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“Helping you build a better environment”

Stansted Environmental Services (SES) Ltd are a multi-disciplined environmental 
consultancy with a proven track record of providing high quality, practical and 
pragmatic advice to a wide range of clients across many sectors. With increasing 
requirements and expectations on land use change, environmental standards 
and pre-occupation testing and sustainability, we provide a “one-stop-shop”  
for all environmental services, testing and analysis requirements.

Approach

Our highly professional team of consultants have a wide range of practical 
experience providing you with the most knowledgeable solutions to all of 
your environmental needs. We are committed to delivering a high quality 
service. SES realise above all, that the continuation of our success is 
dependent upon developing and sustaining relationships with our clients. 
To this end, we ensure that the services we offer provide a high degree of 
flexibility for the client at all stages of the project design and implementation.

Our Services

SES has continued to widen our service provision to provide you with a 
competitive, cost-effective service. We provide you with expertise in the 
following areas:

–   UKAS Accredited Sound  
Insulation Testing.

–   ATTMA Registered Air  
Tightness Testing.

–    SAP Calculations & Energy  
Performance Certificates (EPCs).

–    Code for Sustainable Homes 
Assessments.

–    BREEAM Domestic  
Refurbishment Assessments.

–   Energy & Sustainability  
Statements.

 

–    Health & Safety  
Inspections & Advice.

–    Crane & Plant Safety.

–    Scaffold Safety

–    High Risk Safety Solutions

–    CDM Co-ordinator

–    Health & Safety Training  
including First Aid Training

–    Air Quality

–   Acoustics & Noise Control

–    Contaminated Land

In all cases, we combine in-depth technical expertise with the ability to  
find workable solutions that are appropriate to your project requirements.
As a consultancy, we are equipped to provide you with a bespoke solution 
for your business needs.

Accreditations

SES pride ourselves on 
the professional nature of 
our services and our list of 
accreditations backs up our 
philosophy. We continually 
strive to reach the highest 
standards possible.

SES is UKAS Accredited for  
Sound Insulation Testing
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Air Tightness Testing
ATTMA Registered for Air Tightness Testing

SES offers a nationwide, fast and cost-effective service for 
all your Part L1A Building Regulations air testing compliance 
requirements. Our residential air pressure testing service is 
used by construction companies, house builders, large  
and small developers and self builders all over the UK. 

Part L of the Building Regulations sets the energy efficiency standards  
for new homes and requires that a sample of new homes on all developments  
is tested for air leakage (also known as air tightness, air permeability or air 
pressure testing).



Benefits of choosing SES

We Offer

All of our air tightness tests are carried 
out in accordance with ATTMA TS1 
issue 2 to BS EN 13829 method B 
standards, and all our test engineers  
are trained and registered members  
of ATTMA.

– ATTMA Registered Air Tightness Testers
– Typically only 2 hrs on site - minimum disruption
– Same day results - avoid handover delays
– Experimental investigation
– Smoke pen testing
–  Liaison with your Building Control Officer,  

insurance body, or client

–  Free testing programmes designed specifically  
for your project at proposal stage

–  Compliance with Approved Document L1A  
of the Building Regulations 2010

– Thermal imaging can also be carried out if required
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SES offers a nationwide, fast and cost-effective service  
for all your Approved Document E Sound Insulation testing 
compliance requirements and can help to ensure your 
development is signed off promptly. Our Sound Insulation 
Testing service is used by construction companies, house 
builders, large and small developers and self builders all 
over the UK.

Approved Document E of the Building Regulations requires new buildings 
and conversions to demonstrate reasonable levels of airborne and impact 
sound insulation performance between separating walls and floors.

Sound Insulation testing, also referred to as acoustic 
testing, is the measurement of how much sound  
is stopped by separating walls or floors between  
dwelling spaces.

Sound Insulation Testing
UKAS Accredited Sound Insulation Testing



Our Experience 

We Offer

Stansted Environmental Services is UKAS 
accredited to carry out acoustic testing  
and consultancy on all types of buildings 
for Part E of the Building Regulations.

Our experienced acoustic consultants can liaise  
with the design team at all stages of a project to  
ensure that compliance requirements are considered 
from the outset, and thus achieved comfortably  
and economically.

SES have been conducting Sound Insulation Testing  
for a number of years, building up a solid reputation  
for completing the job in a professional and hassle- 
free manner.  

Benefits of choosing SES:

– UKAS accredited
– Time efficient site testing - minimum disruption
– Same day results - avoid handover delays
– Comprehensive report within 10 days
–  Liaison with your Building Control Officer,  

insurance body, or client
–  Free testing programmes designed specifically  

for your project at proposal stage
– Competitive prices
– Quick, efficient, friendly service
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SAP Calculations
and Energy Performance Certificates (EPC’s)

SES have Elmhurst Accredited SAP Assessors who can carry 
out SAP Calculations for compliance with Part L1A & L1B of 
the Building Regulations. 

We can help you achieve your SAP certification by offering advice, recommendations 
and action at all stages of the process. Part L of the Buildings Regulations require that 
all residential developments must conform to specific target requirements on energy 
efficiency, CO2 emissions and running costs.

SAP is the method of measuring the energy efficiency of new-build residential  
buildings. It involves the use of a ‘notional’ model to evaluate new-build  
projects to produce a Target Emissions Rating (TER) in line with Part  
L of the Building Regulations.

SAP takes into consideration

Building materials  
Insulation values 
Ventilation 
Heating and lighting 
Renewable energy technology



Benefits of choosing SES

EPC’s

Once the building is complete the 
SAP assessor will produce an ‘actual’ 
Dwelling Emissions Rating (DER) 
based on the same criteria. If this 
rating is equal to, or better than, your 
target rating the building will receive 
an Energy Performance Certificate.

– Design-stage consultation and calculations.
– As-built consultation and calculations.
– Certification provided for your Building Control Officer.
–  Advice for areas of improvement allowing you to meet 

your required Ratings and Building Approval.

–  Guidance on how to meet your specific Air  
Tightness Testing requirements.

–  Providing EPCs for new build dwellings with  
an individual energy rating.
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Code for Sustainable 
Homes  Assessments
SES are experienced in undertaking Code Assessments on  
a wide range of projects and also in providing clear and timely 
advice to assist in achieving required Code targets for both 
private and social housing developments.

The Code for Sustainable Homes has been introduced to drive a 
step-change in sustainable home building practice. It is a rating 
system for the environmental sustainability of new housing and major 
refurbishments. Homes are assessed against nine key criteria, and 
awarded a score ranging from Level 1 (basic) to Level 6 (exemplary). 

The criteria categories are

Energy and CO2
Water
Pollution
Surface Water Run Off
Materials
Waste
Health and Wellbeing
Management 
Ecology



A home can achieve a sustainability rating from one 
to six stars depending on the extent to which is has 
achieved Code standards. One star is the entry level  
– above the level of the Building Regulations; and six  
stars is the highest level – reflecting exemplary 
development in sustainability terms.

Our Code assessors will conduct initial design stage 
assessments, recommend a rating, and issue an  
interim Code certificate. A post-completion check  
to verify the rating is required before a final Code 
certificate of compliance is issued.
 

Benefits of choosing SES:
–  Formal assessment of dwellings by our accredited 

assessors.
– Design stage advice, review and certification.
–  Post-construction analysis and final certification, 

including project inspection.
–  Comprehensive support through your planning 

process.
–  Optimise your rating as a key selling point in  

a competitive market.
–  Provide you with the information required for 

negotiating with Housing Associations.
–  Full liaison with consultants and manufacturers  

for an uncomplicated project assessment.

Achieving Sustainability 

Categories and Weighting

Categories are weighted by their environmental impact and this factor is taken into account when the  
credits-to-points conversion is made. Below is a summary of categories in order of environmental weighting.

Environmental Impact Categories No. of Credits  
in Category

Environmental Weighting Factor  
(as % of total possible points score available)

Category 1 - Energy and CO2 29 credits 36.4%

Category 7 - Health and Wellbeing 12 credits 14.0%

Category 9 - Ecology 9 credits 12.0%

Category 8 - Management 9 credits 10.0%

Category 2 - Water 6 credits 9.0%

Category 3 - Materials 24 credits 7.2%

Category 5 - Waste 7 credits 6.4%

Category 6 - Pollution 4 credits 2.5%

Category 4 - Surface Water Run-off 4 credits 2.5%

Total 104 credits 100%
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Contaminated Land
A Phased Approach

Our competent consultants have extensive experience in 
dealing with Contaminated Land conditions and working 
with Local Authorities and the Environment Agency.

The investigation, assessment and remediation of contaminated land  
should follow current best practice and should be carried out by a 
competent person with a recognised relevant qualification and sufficient 
experience in contaminated land i.e. an environmental consultant.



Our Approach:

We Offer

SES specialises in providing 
commercial solutions for contaminated 
land planning conditions for residential 
and commercial developments.

Phase 1 - Desktop Study
A Phase 1 assessment is required to obtain a good 
understanding of a site’s history, its setting and its 
potential to be affected by contamination. A Phase 1 
comprises a desktop study, a site walkover survey  
and a conceptual site model. 

Phase 2 - Intrusive Investigation
If the Phase 1 study indicates that there is the 
 potential for pollutant linkages, a Phase 2 Study  
will be required. The Phase 2 stage comprises an 
intrusive site investigation and risk assessment, to 
determine whether there are any unacceptable risks  
to people, property, and controlled waters or to the  
local environment. 

Phase 3 - Remediation Method Statement
If the Phase 2 identifies any pollutant linkages, then 
remediation will be required. Remediation involves the 
severing of all pollutant linkages. This can take many 
forms but the most common method is to remove 
the source from the site. Alternative solutions will be 
considered/recommended, depending on local needs 
and the requirements of the local Environmental Health 
Officer (EHO) / Environmental Agency (EA). 

Phase 4 - Validation Study
Verification (or validation) works are undertaken 
following remediation. The purpose is to confirm the 
success of the remediation works, and to enable SES  
to issue a completion statement, that will enable the 
EHO to recommend that any Planning Condition can  
be discharged.

Contaminated Land investigations are typically  
carried out in a phased approach as follows
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Air Quality Assessments
SES have expert knowledge in providing Air Quality 
Assessments to support planning applications.

Monitoring, Assessments & Advice

Assessments are being requested in support of an increasing 
number of planning applications, both at the pre-application and 
post-submission stages. These require the consideration of whether 
sites are suitable for the proposed use, or to determine whether a 
development will cause significant air quality impacts at sensitive 
locations. Specifically referenced within the National Planning Policy 
Framework, air quality issues can be a material planning consideration 
and have led to the refusal of consent for a wide range of schemes.



Our services include:

Our Capabilities

Air quality assessments are usually 
needed where development sites are 
located close to busy roads or existing 
commercial and residential properties. 

– Monitoring traffic emissions.
– Monitoring industrial emissions.
– Measuring and monitoring dust levels.
–  Monitoring vapour (VOCs) and particulate levels  

(such as lead in air).

– Landfill and ground gas monitoring (methane).
– Preparation of air quality reports.
– Air Quality Action Plans
–  Environment Statements (to accompany an 

Environmental Impact Assessment).

This often means that the site is also affected 
by noise or may have an impact on noise levels 
in the area and that a noise assessment is 
necessary. Many of our clients ask us to complete 
noise and air quality assessments on the same 
site.  This enables mitigation measures for noise 
and air quality, which are often similar in nature,  
to be considered together, saving time and  
money and streamlining the whole process.
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Acoustic Consultancy Services

SES have a wealth of experience in undertaking assessments within 
the planning, design, commissioning and permitting sectors. Our 
comprehensive acoustic services include acoustic building design, 
sound insulation testing, Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs), 
and compliance schemes. From noise surveys at the planning stage, 
consultancy at the design and construction stage, through to final 
commissioning, all areas are covered.

Bespoke Acoustic Advice

SES have a team of highly skilled acoustic and noise consultants 
specialising in Environmental and Industrial Noise Assessments.

Our acoustic consultants are all corporate members of the Institute of Acoustics  
and have a large number of years experience dealing with noise control.



Our services include:

Our Capabilities

Our capability extends to commercial 
and industrial projects in both the 
public and private sectors enabling us 
to manage noise and vibration from a 
multitude of sources for all stages of 
your development.

– Surveys for Developers at the Planning Stage
–  Environmental Noise Impact Assessments for 

Developers at the Planning Stage
– Occupational Noise at Work Surveys and Assessments
– Industrial and Commercial Noise Impact Assessments
–  Pre-Completion Sound Insulation Testing for New 

Residential Developments
– Nuisance Surveys
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Health & Safety Consultancy
Professional Assistance

SES provide a complete range of health and safety solutions 
designed to keep organisations, management and the 
workforce safe. Our flexible approach to Health and Safety 
with tailored and practical solutions supports clients in 
achieving Health and Safety legislative compliance.

Our Health and Safety consultants are members of the Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH).  We work closely with you from 
the outset by understanding your needs, advising on and developing a 
proposal which fully meets with your requirements.

Our Services include

Health & Safety Inspections
Consultancy including CDM
Crane & Plant Safety
Scaffold Safety
High Risk Safety Solutions
Fire Risk Assessments
Training



CDM  
Co-ordinator

Our Consultants are registered CDM  
Co-ordinators with the Association for 
Project Safety (APS), and can help you 
with compliance of the CDM Regulations  
2007 requirements.
 

– Advice and assistance throughout the project.
– Formal notification to the HSE.
– Health & Safety advice at design stage.
– Pre-Construction Information Pack.
–  Prepare and update the Health & Safety File on 

completion of the project.

– We can assist with the preparation of;
 – Traffic Management Plan.
 – Fire Plan.
 – Site Induction Plan.
 –  Construction Phase Health & Safety Plan.
–  Liaison with the HSE throughout your project.
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Health & Safety Training
Know it, before you need it

As professionals in Health & Safety, with real on-the-job 
experience, Stansted Environmental Services has a proven 
track record of providing the highest standard of workplace 
Health & Safety Training.

We will work with you to ensure your company has trained staff who can 
lead, inspire others and increase your business performance. The training 
your company and employees receive can be personally tailored to meet 
your business needs.

Courses include

First Aid Courses 
IOSH Working Safely
Health & Safety in the Workplace
Fire Awareness Training



Courses

We Offer

A wide range of accredited courses 
delivered by qualified health and safety 
practitioners. Our courses are designed 
to support your business understanding 
of health and safety legislation to ensure 
best practice.

First Aid Courses
SES offers First Aid Courses at a range of levels 
providing learners with the practical skills and 
confidence required to deal with first aid emergencies. 

Courses include:

– Emergency First Aid at Work - 1 Day
– First Aid at Work - 3 Days

Health & Safety Courses
We are committed to delivering high quality Health  
and Safety training and tailor our approach to suit  
the needs of the client.  

Courses include:

– IOSH Working Safely
– CIEH Level 2 Basic Health & Safety in the Workplace
– Fire Awareness
– Manual Handling

The Stansted Centre 
Parsonage Road
Takeley  
Essex CM22 6PU

For further information or to book your training 
please contact us:

Training Centres:
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Essex CO2 8JX
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